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Abstract
Query-by-example Spoken Term Detection (QbE-STD) is a key
technology to harness the large amount of audiovisual content
that is being stored and generated nowadays. Using audio ex-
ample queries for STD has several advantages such as requiring
less resources (both computational and linguistic) and result-
ing in less language-dependent systems. A further advantage
is the possibility of developing neural end-to-end models. In
this paper, we explore one of these models for QbE-STD. The
model starts projecting the input pair formed by a query and a
segment into fixed-length vector representations. Then, a dis-
tance between these vectors is calculated to generate a detec-
tion score. To learn similarities over the projected input pair,
a two-way attention model, called attentive pooling networks,
has been used. Both elements in the input pair can influence
the vector representation of the other, paying more attention to
the frames that contain key information of both the query and
the occurrence. Our main objective is to explore if this model
can find similarities regardless of the language used for training.
We start showing the effectiveness of the proposed model on the
Librispeech corpus, and then we evaluate it on the ALBAYZIN
2020 Search-on-Speech evaluation data.
Keywords: Query-by-example, Spoken term detection, End-to-
end systems, Two-way attention, Attentive pooling networks

1. Introduction
Spoken term detection (STD) is defined as the task of retrieving
audio segments which contain a query from an audio archive.
If the query is in text form, i.e. keyword search [1], the task is
typically solved based on automatic speech recognition (ASR)
technology. If the query is an acoustic example (spoken query)
we have Query-by-Example (QbE) STD. The QbE-STD task
can be formulated as a detection task in which the input is an au-
dio pair and the output is the list of hypothesis detected, which
contains a detection score and the time intervals in which the
detection resides. The most attractive feature of QbE-STD is
that it is not necessary to transcribe the audios to text, and with
this formulation of the problem, end-to-end architectures can
be used, requiring less processing and taking better advantage
of the amount of existing multimedia information.

Other widely used techniques such as Dynamic Time Warp-
ing (DTW) seek to directly compare the acoustic characteristics
by constructing a frame-level similarity matrix [2]. The main
idea of this method is to find the optimal warping path with the
smallest distortion. DTW algorithm has been found to work
best on high-level features, such as phone posteriorgrams [3].
However, these features are not available for low resource lan-
guages. Furthermore, the dynamic programming algorithm for
similarity measure is time-consuming.

In this evaluation we apply a novel Two-Way attention
mechanism also known as Attentive Pooling Networks. This
method was successfully applied in the context of Query-by-
example Spoken Term Detection in read speech in English and
using word alignments [4]. Our objective is to analyze the per-
formance of this approach under more realistic conditions, eval-
uating it on the scenario of natural speech in Spanish that is
proposed in the Albayzin Search-on-Speech 2020 evaluation.

2. Attentive Pooling Networks for Query by
Example

In this section, we present our primary system proposed for the
Query-by-Example Spoken Term Detection (QbE-STD) task.
This system is based on Attentive Pooling Networks, a recently
proposed method for QbE-STD showing promising results [4].

2.1. System Description

From now on, we denote the spoken query, or more precisely
the acoustic feature sequence, as Q = {q1, q2, ..., qM} and
an audio segment where the query will be searched by S =
{s1, s2, ..., sN}, where M and N are the number of frames of
the query and audio segment, respectively.

a. Embedding representation of audio segments

A Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network is used to ob-
tain embedding representations of the two input audio seg-
ments. LSTMs are capable of storing temporal information,
in theory, for long time spans [5]. Given a spoken query
Q = {q1, q2, ..., qM}, LSTM units project the query into a hid-
den state sequence HQ = {hQ

1 , h
Q
2 , ..., h

Q
M}, where hQ

M con-
tains information of the whole query. In the same way, the audio
segment S = {s1, s2, ..., sN} is encoded into a second hidden
state sequence HS = {hS

1 , h
S
2 , ..., h

S
N}. The same LSTM is

used for input and query, so we expect that the representation of
the query and the audio segment are in the same vector space.

b. Two-Way Attention: Attentive Pooling Networks

Now, we describe the Two-Way Attention mechanism, also
called attentive pooling networks [4]. Figure 1 shows the struc-
ture of the system. First, the audio query Q = {q1, q2, ..., qM}
and the audio segment S = {s1, s2, ..., sN} are encoded into
the hidden vector sequences HQ = {hQ

1 , h
Q
2 , ..., h

Q
M} and

HS = {hS
1 , h

S
2 , ..., h

S
N} by the shared RNNs to project the

acoustic features into a vector space where they are more easily
compared. Then the attention matrix G is computed as follows:

G = tanh(HT
QUHS) (1)
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Figure 1: Structure of Two-way attention (Attentive Pooling
Networks) applied for QbE-STD in our Primary System

This matrix is the main key to compare both, segment and
query hidden state vector sequences. We can see matrix U as a
measure of joint HQ and HS representations, and it is learned
by training. To build a system more symmetric, we limit the
measure matrix U to be a symmetric matrix, U = UT . This
allows to exchange the query and the segment without changing
the result, because of the following relation.

HT
QUHS = HT

S U
THQ = HT

S UHQ (2)

We initialize U with random normal samples with zero
mean and 10−4 variance. Under these conditions, we can in-
terpret G as a soft alignment score between each frame of the
spoken query and the audio segment.

The next step is to apply a row-wise and column-wise max-
pooling to the G matrix in order to generate the weight vectors
gQ ∈ RM and gS ∈ RN . This pooling is computed as follows.

[gQ]j = max1≤i≤N [Gj,i] (3)

[gS ]i = max1≤j≤M [Gj,i] (4)

Note that the j-th element of vector gQ represents the
weight that we will apply to the j-th frame in the spoken query
Q. Consequently, the result would be an estimation of which
frames of the input sequences are actually important to make
the comparison. Since that gQ and gS are attention vectors, it
is necessary to normalize them with a softmax function to gen-
erate the final representation of attention vectors σQ and σS .

Finally, if we compute the dot product between the original
hidden states and the attention vectors estimated, we have two

representation vectors more comparable between them, because
we have enhanced the parts that are really important to differ-
entiate them. Vectors VQ and VS are computed as follows.

VQ = HQσ
Q, VS = HSσ

S (5)

c. Large-Margin Training

The whole system is trained using a large margin cost func-
tion (hinge loss). This is because the principal goal is to
maximize the distance between classes and minimizing the in-
tra class distance in each epoch. To achieve this, the train-
ing set is structured as groups formed by three elements:
a spoken query Q = {q1, q2, ..., qM}, a positive segment
S(P ) = {s(P )

1 , s
(P )
2 , ..., s

(P )
N } and a negative segment S(N) =

{s(N)
1 , s

(N)
2 , ..., s

(N)
N }. The positive segment contains the same

word as the query, while negative segment is an aleatory au-
dio segment taken from the training set that does not contain
the same word as the query. Then, for each group we form the
tuples (Q,S(P )) and (Q,S(N)) in order to calculate both of
the attention matrices G for each tuple and the corresponding
vector representations (V

(P )
Q , V

(P )
S ) and (V

(N)
Q , V

(N)
S ). Note

that the VQ vector representation is different depending on the
audio segment for which it is computed, due to the Two-Way
Attention. Cosine distance is used to measure how these tuples
look alike. Cosine distance between VQ an VS is computed as
follows.

l(VQ, VS) = (1− cos(VQ, VS))/2 (6)

We aim to minimize the distance between the query and the
positive segment and to maximize distance between the query
and the negative segment. For that a hinge objective function is
used, defined as follows (M is the maximum possible distance,
1 in our case).

Lhinge = max{0,M + l((V
(P )
Q , V

(P )
S ))− l((V (N)

Q , V
(N)
S ))}

(7)

3. Experimental Setup
As acoustic features we use 13 dimensional MFCC, which are
extracted using the Kaldi toolkit [6] and Python Speech Fea-
tures library with a sliding window with length of 0.025 sec-
onds and a step of 0.01 seconds. These features are used in all
the experiments proposed.

The shared RNNs consist of 2 layers with 128 LSTM units
on all the models. Matrix U is a symmetric square matrix ini-
tialized with random normal values (with zero mean and a vari-
ance of 10−4). As optimizer, we use Adam with a learning rate
of 0.00005 and a minibatch of 128. We also use the WebRTC
Voice Activity Detector (VAD) on all audio queries in order to
remove all fragments of silence and random noise that could ap-
pear at the start and at the end of the audio recordings. All the
neural networks are implemented with Pytorch and are trained
for 4 epochs.

3.1. LibriSpeech Database description

a. LibriSpeech Training set

We use audio segments from the LibriSpeech Corpus [7]. We
extract the segments from aligned utterances (with previously
trained HMM models), so it is not necessary to use the VAD
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detector because each segment contains a complete word ex-
actly. Furthermore, we choose those segments that have at least
6 phonemes and a duration between 0.5 and 1.0 seconds. Then,
we randomly select 500 different words and we form a training
sample taking 2 segments containing the same word (one for
the query (Q) and other for the positive segment (SP )) and 1
segment containing a different word for the negative segment
(SN ). For each training epoch we have a total of 1000 of such
groups, consisting in (Q,SP , SN ).

b. LibriSpeech Test Set

We use a separate LibriSpeech test set divided into two subsets.
First, we define a set with 150 words that appear in the training
set as queries. We call these IV (In-Vocabulary) segments. Sec-
ond, we have another set with 150 words, but in this case none
of this words appear in the training set as queries. We call these
OOV (Out-Of-Vocabulary) segments.

For each word in the full test set, we randomly select 20
different words to compare with (IV and OOV segments). We
force to have at least 5 words equal to the query to ensure a suf-
ficient number of positive comparisons. Like in the training set,
we force each word to have at least 6 phonemes and a duration
between 0.5 and 1.0 seconds. Finally, the LibriSpeech test set is
formed by 3000 IV segments and 3000 OOV audio segments.

Mean Average Precision (MAP), the mean of the average
precision in the range of recall for each query in the testing set
and P@20, the precision considering the 20 best scores, are the
evaluation metrics employed for LibriSpeech test Set.

3.2. Albayzin Search on Speech Database description

a. Development data

Training and development data provided by the evaluation or-
ganizers belong to the MAVIR and RTVE databases.

• For MAVIR database, development list of terms have
about 375 different terms (375 OOV for our systems)
whose length ranges from 5 to 27 single graphemes for
Spoken Term Detection task. There is a total of 100
queries with three examples per query. Some of the
queries have a fixed length of 3 seconds of audio, in-
cluding a large amount of silence. We used webrtcVAD
on all the segments to remove the silence before using
them.

• For RTVE database, two different datasets are provided:
dev1 and dev2. Dataset dev1 is not used in this paper.
The dataset dev2 consists of about 400 different terms
(all are OOV for us) whose length ranges from 4 to 25
single graphemes. Like in MAVIR database, there is
a total of 100 queries with three examples per query.
We used webrtcVAD on the RTVE queries to reduce the
large amount of silence appearing in some of them.

b. Test data

Three databases are provided by the organizers for system eval-
uation:

• MAVIR test speech data consists of about 200 differ-
ent terms whose lengths range from 4 to 28 single
graphemes. For the Query-by-Example Spoken Term
Detection task, the systems implemented are tested with
about 100 queries.

• RTVE test data consists of about 400 different terms
of the RTVE program material given by the evaluation.

RTVE test data has a total of about 400 different terms
whose length ranges from 4 to 28 single graphemes.
Again, this data set is composed by 100 queries and three
examples per query.

• SPARL20 test data consists of a subset of Spanish par-
liament sessions. SPARL20 has a total of 200 dif-
ferent terms whose length ranges from 3 to 19 single
graphemes. Like in the other testing sets, this set is con-
formed by 100 queries with three examples per query.

ATWV (Actual Term Weighted Value) and MTWV (Maximum
Term Weighted Value) are the metrics proposed by the evalua-
tion. We use the VAD detector webRTCVAD on all the test data
queries.

4. Results on LibriSpeech test set
In this section we describe two different experiments performed
and their corresponding results when evaluated on the Lib-
riSpeech test Set. Both experiments differ in the alignment of
the segment used to search for the query.

In experiment 1, we train the Two-Way attention model
with LibriSpeech Training set without introducing noise and us-
ing the word alignments to train and evaluate the system. This
evaluation is highly unrealistic since it requires to have the word
alignments of the segments on which the query is searched. For
that reason we consider an alternative setup.

In experiment 2, we aim to evaluate the performance of the
system trying to simulate the more realistic setup of not hav-
ing the word alignments of the segments on which the query is
searched. We start from the same set used in experiment 1 and,
for each pair (Q, S) we look for two random words from the en-
tire subset not coincident with the words contained in Q and S.
Then, we concatenate these words to the beginning and end of
the segment, and trim the segment to a fixed length of N = 150
frames. In this way the segment does not contain a perfectly
aligned word. This technique has been applied both for training
and testing, so that this experiment simulates the possibility of
not having word alingments in both training and test.

Table 1: Performance of QBE-STD on LibriSpeech Testing Set

MAP MAP MAP
Exp. (IVs) (OOVs) (Total) P@20

Exp.1 0.981 0.971 0.976 0.23
Exp.2 0.972 0.953 0.962 0.06

As can be seen in the Table 1, better results are always ob-
tained in experiment 1. As expected, results worsens when the
word alignments are not available. However, the results ob-
tained without word alignments (exp. 2) are still very good,
since the total MAP is very close to one, indicating that the sys-
tem is committing very few false positives. When considering
the precision for the 20-best scores, the degradation in perfor-
mance becomes more clear. Our results are much better than
those reported in the original paper proposing this approach [4],
most probably because testing was not performed in the same
conditions. In particular, we have forced 5 of the 20 segments
compared against each query to contain the same word as the
query, while this was not enforced in the original paper.
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5. Albayzin Search-on-Speech 2020
QbE-STD systems and results

This section describes the systems submitted to the 2020 edition
of ALBAYZIN Search-on-Speech Query-by-Example Spoken
Term Detection (QbE-STD) evaluation and the results obtained
with them.

5.1. System Description

All of the systems submitted are based on the Two-Way atten-
tion mechanism (Attentive Pooling Networks) and trained on
LibriSpeech (an English database). In some of the systems de-
velopment data in Spanish has been used to try to adapt the sys-
tem to the language of the evaluation. For each system, thresh-
old was set to make ATWV as close as possible to MTWV on
development data.

a. Primary System

For the primary system we have used the neural networks
trained in LibriSpeech experiment 1, since we have not found
improvements on development data by adding spoken word seg-
ments to the beginning and end of the segment to be compared
(experiment 2). For this primary system, we have retrained the
neural networks for two epochs with the MAVIR development
set. The goal was to apply transfer learning [8] to adapt the sys-
tem trained on a large database in English with a small database
in Spanish.

As explained in the experimental setup, we first apply the
WebRTC Voice Activity Detector to the 100 queries and then
we go through the entire segments to be analyzed with an adap-
tive sliding window with a length dependent on the length of
the query, since we expect the ocurrences of the query to be of
similar size to the query.

b. Contrastive System 1

In this case, we have used the neural networks trained from Lib-
riSpeech experiment 1 again, this time without modifying the
weights with data in Spanish. We have also used an adaptive
window length as in the primary system.

c. Contrastive System 2

Contrastive system 2 is almost identical to contrastive system
1, they only differ in that in this case we are applying a z-score
normalization approach using

z =
x− µ
σ

(8)

Where µ is the mean of the scores obtained and σ is the
standard deviation of these. We wanted to evaluate if there was
a score normalization issue with this contrastive system.

5.2. Results on Albayzin Search-on-Speech 2020 data

Table 2 presents development and test results obtained on the
evaluation data. The first conclusion is that we have not been
able to successfully apply the Two-Way attention mechanism
(or Attentive Pooling networks) on the evaluation data. All re-
sults present very low and even negatives ATWVs. Even with-
out taking into account threshold setting (looking at MTWV) re-
sults are poor. There seem to be a number of unresolved issues
in the transition from a read speech scenario in English (Lib-
riSpeech) with word-aligned data to a natural speech scenario in

Spanish (MAVIR, RTVE and SPARL20) without word-aligned
data that have produced these results.

As can be seen in the table 2, better results have generally
been obtained with the primary system, which indicates that
there is some improvement when retraining for a few epochs
with audios in Spanish.

In the two contrastive systems, there is an obvious problem
in setting the detection threshold, as the MTWV and ATWV
values differ greatly. Score normalization did not provide con-
sistent improvements either, as can be seen in the results for the
contrastive 2 system.

Table 2: Performance of QBE-STD Primary System (PRI), Con-
trastive System 1 (CON1) and Contrastive System 2 (CON2) on
Albayzin2020 development and test data

Dataset System MTWV ATWV

MAVIR DEV PRI 0.0533 0.0491
CON1 0.0160 -38.5775
CON2 0.0000 -158.2873

MAVIR TEST PRI 0.0126 -0.1061
CON1 0.0000 -393.5610
CON2 0.0000 -38.5959

RTVE DEV PRI 0.0465 0.0465
CON1 0.0414 -76.0473
CON2 0.0000 -51.9993

RTVE TEST PRI 0.0209 -115.7086
CON1 0.0209 -88.3716
CON2 0.0000 -16.5831

SPARL20 TEST PRI 0.0107 0.0107
CON1 0.0306 -34.2099
CON2 0.0000 -103.6805

6. Conclusions
In this evaluation we have tried to apply a novel Two-Way at-
tention mechanism also known as Attentive Pooling Networks.
This approach was successfully applied in the context of Query-
by-Example Spoken Term Detection in read speech in English
(LibriSpeech) and using word alignments [4]. We have been
able to reproduce good results on this scenario and have tried
to improve the system by simulating the more realistic scenario
of not having word alignments. However, this approach has
not helped when transitioning from this scenario to the scenario
of natural speech in Spanish that is proposed in the Albayzin
Search-on-Speech 2020 evaluation. We have obtained limited
improvements when retraining the system on a small amount of
Spanish data but, in the end, the results obtained on the evalu-
ation data are poor compared to other more classic alternatives.
Anyway, we still consider that this approach has the potential
to compete in results with these more classical approaches, and
we will continue exploring it in the future.
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